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     Fluid Milk and Cream - Central U.S.

     Report 16 - Released on April 22, 2021

     Milk production rates are reportedly level to slightly lower in the region. March production

     rates were up across the region, as expected. The NASS Milk Production report, below,

     exhibits strong increases in South Dakota and Indiana, but increases were reported in all

     the represented Central states. Some upper Midwestern farmer contacts continue to relay peak

     flush levels of milk have yet to commence. They suggest peak output is expected within a few

     weeks, though. Class I sales were slightly down week to week, but sales vary by state.

     Cheese producers relayed mixed views on the availability of spot milk, as prices edged over

     Class this week. Still, the low price of $5 under Class remained intact. Some cheesemakers

     relayed a continuance of the same, with plentiful milk available in their area. That said,

     some others suggest spot availability has begun to change course, and they are getting fewer

     offers at discounted levels. Still, balancing plants throughout the region are far from

     short on available raw milk. Cream supplies loosened up compared to the previous few weeks

     of slow and steady upticks. Butter makers, who have been reporting limited to no spot

     purchases, relayed they were clearing spot cream loads back in the mid 1.20s. Butter

     plants, as well as other cream end usage plants, are working through some planned

     cleaning/maintenance, so some contacts suggest the cream destination pool is simply a bit

     thinner and could resume its tightening trajectory over the next few weeks. That being said,

     some butter plant managers report a significant downtime for plant upgrades in June. Some

     rain and snowfall in parts of the Midwest and mid-Central area this week gave farmers there

     a little hope for some better planting conditions upcoming. Upper Midwestern farmer contacts

     said they are servicing equipment as they prepare to plant small grains. A growing concern

     among contacts that is beginning to affect the entirety of the industry is a shortage of

     qualified drivers. Contacts suggest that strengthening natural gas and oil prices are

     pulling more drivers away from dairy hauling and into the oil field, particularly in areas

     like Texas and Oklahoma. In recent weeks, however, the shortage of drivers has been reported

     further north in the region and across the country.

     Price Range - Class III Milk; $/CWT; Spot Basis:   -5.00 -  .50

     Trade Activity: Moderate

     Midwestern U.S., F.O.B. Cream

     Multiples Range - All Classes:               1.2400 - 1.3000

     Price Range - Class II; $/LB Butterfat:      2.3889 - 2.4453

     Multiples Range - Class II:                  1.2700 - 1.3000

     Information for the period April 19 - 23, 2021, issued weekly

     Secondary Sourced Information:

     The NASS Milk Production report noted March 2021 milk production in the 24 selected states

     was 18.8 billion pounds, 2.0 percent above a year ago. Milk cows in the 24 selected states

     totaled 8.95 million head, 93,000 head more than a year ago. The following table shows

     Central states included in the report and the monthly milk production and percent changes

     compared to a year ago:

     March 2021 Milk Production, (USDA-NASS)

                (Million Lb.)       % Change From

                                      1 Year Ago

     Illinois            162           + 1.9

     Indiana             396           +10.0

     Iowa                474           + 2.6

     Kansas              362           + 3.1

     Michigan          1,034           + 3.5

     Minnesota           915           + 7.6



     Ohio                497           + 3.3

     South Dakota        287           +13.4

     Texas             1,336           + 3.9

     Wisconsin         2,718           + 3.7
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     Additional Dairy Market News Information:

     Dairy Market News (DMN) by Phone: (608)422-8602

     DMN Website: https://www.ams.usda.gov/market-news/dairy

     DMN MARS (My Market News): https://mymarketnews.ams.usda.gov


